EmbroideryWorks “Let Us Sew” Wall Hanging

Break the red and green clutter of the holidays with this wintery wall
hanging. You’ll love how easy it is to add the appliqué using Designer’s
Gallery EmbroideryWorks with built-in AccuQuilt shapes. And with the
EmbroideryWorks scatter function, you can quickly create a blizzard
scene. For additional sparkle, try adding fabric crystals to the snowflakes.
Skill Level: Intermediate
Created by: Sue Kostroski, Baby Lock Education Consultant
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Supplies:
EmbroideryWorks™ Everyday or Advanced from Designer’s Gallery® with
the new AccuQuilt® update installed
Baby Lock® Ellisimo Gold sewing machine
Baby Lock Enterprise embroidery machine BNT10L
Baby Lock Sashiko machine
AccuQuilt GO! Cutter
AccuQuilt Die #55322 Sleigh & Snowflakes
1 yard blue batik
1/8 yard white cotton
1 yard cotton fabric for batting
2/3 yard of cotton batting
Madeira® sewing and embroidery thread
Baby Lock Fusible Appliqué stabilizer
Baby Lock Tear-Away Soft stabilizer
Fabric marking pen
Spray adhesive
Instructions
Cutting:
From the blue batik fabric cut the following pieces:
1 piece 18” x 18” for snowflakes
1 piece 12” x 18” for lyrics
Seven strips 2½” x WOF (Width of fabric) for sashing and binding
For the white cotton fabric, press the fusible appliqué stabilizer to the back of
the white cotton and cut into 4½” x 4½” squares. Cut the squares into 5-6
various snowflakes using the GO! Cutter and Die set.
From the tear-away stabilizer cut a section that measures 18” x 18” and 12” x
18”.
From the cotton batting cut one section 24” x 32”.
From the backing fabric cut one section that measure 26” x 34”.
Embroidery:
In this project, we will focus on using one of the new AccuQuilt features in the
updated EmbroideryWorks software. This update works in both the Mac and
the PC operating systems.
1. Using EmbroideryWorks Advanced select the 14” x 14” jumbo
frame for the Baby Lock Enterprise. Select the two snowflakes
from the AccuQuilt library (it is in AccuQuilt and then Holiday).
Make sure both snowflakes are selected and use the scatter function
(under utility). Set the minimum and maximum size to 100% so
that it will not change the sizes of the snowflakes that you have
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already cut out. Scatter 5-6 snowflakes. When you find an
arrangement you like, save it.
2. On a new page select the extra-large hoop for the Enterprise. Select
the text key. Center the lettering and select the Comedy font. Type
out the following: “Oh the weather outside is frightful, but the
fabric is so delightful, and since we’ve no place to go, let us sew,
let us sew, let us sew!” Save the design.
3. Hoop the 18” x 18” blue fabric with the tear-away stabilizer in the
14” x 14” jumbo frame.
4. Thread the Enterprise with white sparkle thread.
5. Transfer the saved snowflake design to the machine.
6. Stitch out the snowflake design. When you create appliqué in the
hoop the machine will first stitch a placement line, remove the
hoop from the machine and place on a flat pressing surface.
Remove the paper backing from the snowflakes and press them
into place. Replace hoop and finish stitching the blanket stitch.
Turn the jumbo frame and stitch the other side of the design.
7. Remove fabric from hoop, tear away stabilizer and set aside.
8. Hoop the 12” x 18” blue batik and tear-away stabilizer in the extralarge frame.
9. Thread the machine with the white embroidery thread.
10.Transfer the lyrics design to the machine and stitch out with white
embroidery thread.
11.Remove from the hoop. Tear away extra stabilizer and trim to
6” x 18”.
Assembly and Quilting:
1. At the Ellisimo Gold sewing machine, using all-purpose thread,
sew the strips between the two embroidered pieces and to the top
and bottom. Press toward the sashing.
2. Sew strips to the long sides of the embroidered pieces and press
again.
3. Layer the backing, batting and the quilt top using a little spray
adhesive between the layers.
4. With a fabric marking pen, mark some lines expressing the trail of
falling snowflakes.
5. Stitch the marked lines with the Baby Lock Sashiko machine. Also
stitch around the embroidered pieces.
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6. Using the remaining strips, bind the wall hanging.
7. If desired add a rod pocket with the left over fabric.

For other exciting projects like this one, visit our website
www.designersgallerysoftware.com.
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